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ABSTRACT
Over the last decade, surveys of DNA sequence variation in natural populations of several Drosophila

species and other taxa have established that polymorphism is reduced in genomic regions characterized
by low rates of crossing over per physical length. Parallel studies have also established that divergence
between species is not reduced in these same genomic regions, thus eliminating explanations that rely
on a correlation between the rates of mutation and crossing over. Several theoretical models (directional
hitchhiking, background selection, and random environment) have been proposed as population genetic
explanations. In this study samples from an African population (n 5 50) and a European population (n 5
51) were surveyed at the su(s) (1955 bp) and su(wa) (3213 bp) loci for DNA sequence polymorphism,
utilizing a stratified SSCP/DNA sequencing protocol. These loci are located near the telomere of the X
chromosome, in a region of reduced crossing over per physical length, and exhibit a significant reduction
in DNA sequence polymorphism. Unlike most previously surveyed, these loci reveal substantial skews
toward rare site frequencies, consistent with the predictions of directional hitchhiking and random environ-
ment models and inconsistent with the general predictions of the background selection model (or neutral
theory). No evidence for excess geographic differentiation at these loci is observed. Although linkage
disequilibrium is observed between closely linked sites within these loci, many recombination events in
the genealogy of the sampled alleles can be inferred and the genomic scale of linkage disequilibrium,
measured in base pairs between sites, is the same as that observed for loci in regions of normal crossing
over. We conclude that gene conversion must be high in these regions of low crossing over.

THE causes of the empirically observed reductions Aegilops (wild relatives of wheat; Dvorák et al. 1998),
in DNA sequence polymorphism in chromosomal and Lycopersicon (wild relatives of tomato; Stephan

regions experiencing a low rate of crossing over per and Langley 1998) indicates that this relationship can
physical length (Aguadé et al. 1989; Stephan and Lang- now be expected in many organisms.
ley 1989; Aguadé and Langley 1994; Aquadro et al. Two dichotomous models based on gene frequency
1994; Stephan 1994) have been a subject of intense perturbations associated with selection at linked loci
theoretical analysis (Kaplan et al. 1989; Charlesworth were proposed to explain the observations. The first is
et al. 1993; Charlesworth 1994, 1996; Stephan 1994; the extension of Maynard Smith and Haigh’s (1974)
Braverman et al. 1995; Gillespie 1997). The lack of any original “directional hitchhiking effect” analysis to the
parallel correlation between crossing over per physical comparison of genomic regions with differing levels of
length and divergence between species firmly estab- crossing over per physical length (Kaplan et al. 1989).
lishes that the mechanism(s) creating the association This model supposes that rare (perhaps newly arising)
of crossing over per physical length with polymorphism highly favored variants occasionally spread rapidly to
must be operating at the population genetic level fixation in a population dragging with it the genetic
(Berry et al. 1991; Begun and Aquadro 1992; Martı́n- haplotype upon which it originated. The size of the
Campos et al. 1992; Langley et al. 1993). Accumulating region (measured in morgans) affected by such hitch-
evidence in Drosophila ananassae (Stephan and Lang- hiking events is of the same order as the selection coef-
ley 1989; Stephan et al. 1998), Mus (Nachman 1997), ficient associated with the favored, rare variant. Thus

in regions of low crossing over per physical length the
impact of each selected substitution is much greater.
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is expected under the directional hitchhiking effect neutral sites linked to a selected locus undergoing any
number of random-environment-selection processes; all(Aguadé et al. 1989; Braverman et al. 1995). While the

original survey of the yellow-Achaete Scute Complex (ASC) have the tendency to strongly reduce standing variation.
Here we report substantial reductions in DNA sequencerevealed the expected skew (Aguadé et al. 1989;

Martı́n-Campos et al. 1992), subsequent surveys have polymorphism at two loci, su(s) and su(wa), located in a
region of low crossing over per physical length near theyielded equivocal results (Aguadé et al. 1994; Braver-

man et al. 1995). telomere of the X chromosome of D. melanogaster, in
large samples of alleles from an African and a EuropeanThe background selection model, proposed as an alterna-

tive to the directional hitchhiking model, posits that the population. Consistent with the directional hitchhiking
effect, a distinct skew toward rare sites is evident.deleterious mutation rate at closely linked selected sites

is sufficiently great that most chromosomes bear one Substantial intragenic recombination is also evident
in the inferred history of the sampled alleles. Molecularor more deleterious mutations tightly linked to the selec-

tively neutral sites being studied (Charlesworth et al. population genetic models typically fail to incorporate
gene conversion. The effects of this recombination proc-1993; Charlesworth 1994). Since selection is assumed

to be sufficiently strong to effectively prevent these ess are often assumed to be the same as crossing over
or it is assumed that the scales of gene conversion tractsmutation-bearing chromosomes from leaving any de-

scendent copies over the long term, the effective popula- and/or of the rates of gene conversion are negligibly
small. Analyses of both the hitchhiking effect and the back-tion size of deleterious-mutant-free chromosomes can

be reduced to a small fraction of that expected in a ground selection models have ignored gene conversion.
The high level of historical recombination evidentselectively neutral region recombinationally distant

from a selected locus. Obviously in genomic regions among our sampled alleles appears inconsistent with
our expectations on the basis of surveys of loci in regionsof very low crossing over per physical length the total

deleterious mutation rate (per unit crossing over) will with normal levels of crossing over per physical length
and the known reduction in crossing over per physicalbe higher. The parameter domain in which the predic-

tions of the background selection model predict the ob- length at the tip of the X chromosome. We propose
that gene conversion is the likely mechanism of thisserved genomic distribution of the levels of polymor-

phism is circumscribed by the known variation among recombination and discuss its implications for the mod-
els proposed to explain the correlation of DNA se-genomic regions in crossing over per physical length,

the experimentally determined limits on the deleterious quence polymorphism with rates of crossing over per
physical length.mutation rate, and the model’s apparent sensitivity to

even small levels of crossing over (Hudson and Kaplan
1995; Charlesworth 1996). Hudson and Kaplan

MATERIALS AND METHODS(1995) have pointed out that the density of rare (pre-
sumably deleterious) transposable elements in regions Drosophila stocks and DNA preparation: Genomic DNA
of low crossing over per physical length in D. melanogaster was isolated from 50 independent isogenic X chromosome
may be sufficient to cause the background selection lines of D. melanogaster extracted from the population in the

Sengwa Wildlife Reserve, Zimbabwe, Africa (Begun and Aqua-effect.
dro 1993) and 51 isogenic X chromosome lines from Barce-In a superficial and imprecise sense both the hitchhik-
lona, Catalonia, Spain (Martı́n-Campos et al. 1992). Genomicing effect and background selection models are associ- DNA was prepared as described previously (Aguadé et al.

ated with a reduction in effective population size. Under 1994).
the background selection model the spectrum of selectively Single strand conformation polymorphism survey: In an

earlier report (Aguadé et al. 1994) it was demonstrated thatneutral site frequencies for a population of size N is
DNA sequence polymorphism could be efficiently surveyedclose to that expected for a population of size Nf0, where
by a stratified approach of first applying single strand confor-f0 is the proportion chromosomes free of deleterious mation polymorphism (SSCP) to PCR fragments, followed by

mutations (Charlesworth 1994). Negative skew in the direct DNA sequencing of representative members of each
frequency spectrum due to background selection is “un- “allelic” SSCP class. The SSCP survey allows for relatively large

sample sizes. If the amount of polymorphism per fragment islikely to be frequently associated with significant values”
sufficiently low, only a small proportion of fragments must beof the available test statics (Charlesworth 1996). Un-
sequenced. In genomic regions of low crossing over per physi-der the directional hitchhiking effect, linked polymor- cal length in D. melanogaster, where expected heterozygosity

phisms are being episodically “swept out” and then re- per site (or pairwise differences or gene diversity) is low
plenished slowly by a combination of mutation and (,0.001), surveys of .3 kb for sample sizes of 50 are practical.

This method is not practical in genomic regions of normalgenetic drift. The expected skew in the site frequency
crossing over per physical length because the number of poly-spectrum under the directional hitchhiking effect re-
morphisms within each SSCP fragment (and thus the numberflects this continuing state of “recovery” of the neutral
of SSCP “classes”) is typically so large that the amount of direct

polymorphism (Aguadé et al. 1989; Braverman et al. DNA sequencing approaches that associated with sequencing
1995). In his extensive simulations Gillespie (1997) each sampled allele. Figure 1, a and b, shows the PCR-ampli-

fied segments of noncoding sequence, which totaled 3213 andhas observed such a skew in the frequency spectrum of



Figure 1.—Polymorphism
and linkage disequilibria in
the African sample. The po-
sitions of polymorphic sites
detected (ticks on the third
level) in the survey of the 59
portion of the su(s) (a) and
of su(wa) (b) in 50 alleles
from an African population
are indicated below a depic-
tion of the gene structure
(the open box is the 59 un-
translated portion, the solid
boxes are coding portions
of exons, and the thin lines
are the introns). Only those
polymorphisms at which the
least common state occurred
twice or more in the sample
are shown. Directly below
the gene structure are the
positions and sizes of the
PCR fragments surveyed by
SSCP and DNA sequencing.
The triangular matrix of
squares represents the statis-
tical significance determined
by Fisher’s exact test (uncor-
rected for multiple tests);
white, P $ 0.05; light gray,
P , 0.05; dark gray, P ,
0.01; and black, P , 0.005.
The dashed lines connect
the polymorphic sites to their
corresponding columns in
the matrix. The shading of
the circles at the top of each
column increases with the
expected heterozygosity of
the polymorphic site. Along
the left margin of the matrix
are the positions in the pub-
lished sequence of the corre-
sponding polymorphic sites.
Along the right margin are
the inferred positions of the
“minimum” number of re-
combination events in the
history of the sample (Hud-
son and Kaplan 1985).
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1955 bp for the su(s) and su(wa) regions, respectively, not TABLE 1
counting the length of the primers and small segments of

SSCP polymorphism at su(s) and su(wa) in Africaoverlap (Aguadé et al. 1994). SSCP fragments surveyed ranged
in length from 161 to 358 bp. PCR amplifications, sample
loading and electrophoresis, silver staining, and scoring were
conducted as previously described (Aguadé et al. 1994).

DNA sequencing: DNA sequences were determined as de-
scribed in Aguadé et al. (1994) or using standard protocols
on the ABI 377 automated sequencer.

Estimation of DNA sequence variation: Following the esti-
mation procedure in Aguadé et al. (1994), the reported esti-
mates of the average number of pairwise differences (per site)
were corrected for failure of our SSCP assay to detect all
variants. The estimates of insertion/deletion variation were
not corrected. Some alleles were not scored for SSCP but were
directly sequenced. These SSCP-unscored alleles were treated
as separate classes for purposes of estimation of average num-
ber of pairwise differences, p̂* (Aguadé et al. 1994). p̂* is
corrected by n/(n 2 1) for sampling bias, and bootstrap con-
fidence intervals for sampling, corrected by n2/(n 2 1)2, are
placed on the estimates of the overall average pairwise differ-
ences.

The calculated values for Tajima’s D (Tajima 1989) and
for estimates of linkage disequilibrium were based on DNA
sequences inferred by assuming each sampled allele within
an SSCP class was identical in sequence to that of sequenced
members. The few within-class variant sites (detected by direct
sequencing) were ignored in the calculations of Tajima’s D
and of linkage disequilibria. If the frequency spectrum of
within-class variants is similar to that of detected polymor-
phisms, then no bias in the analysis of the site frequency
spectrum should arise. The confidence intervals for Tajima’s
D were determined by simulation, as in Braverman et al.
(1995). The distributions of Tajima’s D under various rates
of hitchhiking were determined as described in Braverman
et al. (1995). Estimates of 3Nc (where N is the population size SSCP classes for the various segments in each line. SSCP
and c is the intragenic rate of recombination) were obtained class numbers are along the top with the first and last base pair
according to Hudson (1987). The “minimum number of re- number proximal to the primer along the bottom. Boldface
combination events” was determined by the algorithm in Hud- numbers in the table indicate segments that were sequenced.
son and Kaplan (1985). Italicized numbers indicate lines for which no SSCP classifica-

tion was assigned. Each of these lines was directly sequenced
and subsequently assigned to either a novel or existing SSCP
class.RESULTS

Tables 1–4 present the SSCP scoring and the inferred
and observed (boldface) DNA sequence state at each rope. p̂* estimates take only nucleotide substitutions
of the polymorphic sites in each surveyed X chromo- into account. A comparable increase in variation in the
some line at the su(s) and su(wa) loci (see Figures 1 and African sample is not evident for insertion/deletion
2). Including polymorphic insertions, a total of 3220 polymorphisms in the comparison with this European
(3213 1 7) nucleotide positions were surveyed at the sample: 7 vs. 6 for su(s) and 16 vs. 11 for su(wa), respec-
su(s) locus; of these, 112 and 54 vary (as substitutions tively. These numbers of insertion/deletion variants are
or as part of insertion/deletion variation) in the samples higher than those found previously (Aguadé et al. 1994)
from Africa and Europe, respectively. Of the total of in a comparable sample from a North American popula-
1983 (1955 1 28) nucleotide positions surveyed at the tion, 3 at su(s) and 6 at su(wa). The p̂* estimates for both
su(wa) locus, 83 are polymorphic in the African sample, loci are smaller than those observed at X-linked loci in
while 89 in the European sample are segregating either regions of normal crossing over in African (6.5 3 1023)
as single substitutions or as part of insertion/deletion and North American (3.5 3 1023) populations, as deter-
polymorphisms. mined by averaging p̂’s for white, vermilion, and G-6-pdh

Table 5 presents the estimated average number of (Miyashita and Langley 1988; Begun and Aquadro
pairwise differences, p̂* (and bootstrap confidence in- 1993). The statistical significance of the reductions in
tervals), for each locus and population as well as those polymorphism can be inferred under the assumptions
from Aguadé et al. (1994) for comparison. The African of neutral theory (no linked selection, equilibrium be-
sample harbors substantially more DNA sequence poly- tween genetic drift and mutation to selectively equiva-

lent alleles, and no recombination) and parameters,morphisms than do those from North America and Eu-
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3Nm 5 u equal to average û’s observed at white and al. 1995). Simulations assuming a more realistic level of
recombination (3Nc 5 5) yield less conservative criticalvermilion and G-6-pdh in African and non-African sam-

ples: 0.0096 and 0.0038, respectively (Miyashita and values (see below).
The linkage disequilibrium between sites is depictedLangley 1988; Hudson 1990; Begun and Aquadro

1993). The probabilities of the observed or fewer segre- in Figures 1a and 2a, which also show the noncoding
regions (3220 bp) of the su(s) locus surveyed by SSCPgating nucleotide sites (Hudson 1990) are as follows:

su(s) African, !0.001; su(s) Europe, !0.001; su(s) North analysis of the indicated fragments for the African and
European samples. The ticks on the horizontal line be-America, !0.001; su(wa) African, ,0.03; su(wa) Europe,

,0.08; and su(wa) North America, ,0.04. low the SSCP fragments represent the positions of infor-
mative sites (at least two of the rarer state observed inTo examine the site frequency spectra, Table 5 pre-

sents the calculated Tajima’s D (Tajima 1989) for each the sample). The shading of the circles connected to
the ticks by the dashed lines increases with the expectedlocus population. Under an equilibrium between ran-

dom genetic drift and selectively neutral mutation, the heterozygosity at the site.
The diagonal matrix at the bottom presents the statis-expected value of Tajima’s D in samples such as these

is close to zero. A skew in the frequency spectrum (ex- tical significance of the nonrandom associations be-
tween the pairs of sites. As expected, closely linked sitescess rare polymorphisms) yields a negative value for

Tajima’s D. The distribution of Tajima’s D is simulated with higher expected heterozygosities are more often
represented among the pairs showing statistically sig-as in Braverman et al. (1995) for 10,000 replicas (for

the actual sample sizes and the observed number of nificant nonrandom association. More than 10% of all
pairs of sites at su(s) showed nonrandom associationssegregating sites, assuming no intragenic recombina-

tion). The proportion of those simulated samples with with P , 0.005 in the African sample (Figure 1a). In
the European sample (Figure 2a) 4 of 28 comparisonsTajima’s D values less than the observed, P {Tajima’s

D # D0}, is an estimate of the probability of the observed were significant at the P , 0.01 level. Also shown (small
solid triangles) are the positions of the “minimum num-value of Di or less given Si segregating sites. The observed

D values for su(s) from the European sample are signifi- ber” exchanges in the history of the sample (Hudson
and Kaplan 1985): six in the African sample and threecantly negative (P , 0.05) compared to the expectations

of the neutral theory and the background selection in the European sample.
Figures 1b and 2b present the same types of resultsmodel, while the critical values associated with that for

su(wa) are 0.07. Tajima’s D values from the African sam- for the surveys of several noncoding regions of the su(wa)
locus in the African and European samples, respectively.ple are also negative, but not statistically significant.

Wall (1999) has demonstrated that the assumption A small block of many highly polymorphic sites between
positions 98 and 156 exhibits strong linkage disequilib-of no intragenic recombination can lead to excessively

conservative tests of Tajima’s D (see also Braverman et rium in the sample from Africa (Figure 1b), although

TABLE 2

(Continued)

Distribution of DNA sequences in 12 segments of the su(s) region and 8 segments of the su(wa) region for 50 X chromosome
lines from a natural population of D. melanogaster from Zimbabwe, Africa. Observed (boldface) and inferred sequence polymor-
phisms among the 50 lines. The base numbering (top row in table) is consistent with that of the published sequence (GenBank
accession nos. M57889 and X06589). Minus signs in the table represent either deletions or nonpresence of insertions. Single
base insertions are indicated by naming the inserted base and are given the position of the previous base number followed by
a plus sign (for example, in column 10841 in the su(s) region, there is a T residue inserted in lines 6 and 13 after the base
number 1084). Multiple base insertions are scored simply with a plus sign indicating presence if the insertion is monomorphic
in sequence for all alleles containing it. They are numbered with the number of the previous base followed by a plus sign and
the size of the insertion (for example, in column 89816 in the su(s) region, there is a 6-bp insertion (TATATA) following base
number 898 in lines 21, 41, and 44). su(wa) 122316 is ATTCAT. There were two instances where insertions were not monomorphic
in sequence. These were an insertion after base number 122 (TT or T) and a 12-base insertion after base 165 in the su(wa)
region (GTGTCTCAATTT). In both of these cases, the polymorphic bases are listed as decimals after the insertion size number
(for example, in 165112.4, lines 18 and 20 have a C residue at the fourth site in the 12-bp insertion where all of the rest of the
lines have a T). All of the Zimbabwe lines carried some form of the 12-bp insertion after base 165 in su(wa), but this is not true
of other populations surveyed. There are 9 sites where there is variation within an SSCP class for a polymorphism. At su(s) base
2241, lines 18 and 37 (SSCP 2) differed for an A to G substitution, which was present in 37 but not in 18. These same lines
differed again at su(s) 2277, where 18 had an A to T substitution not shared by 37. At su(wa) base 214, lines 12 and 49 (SSCP 1)
differed for a C to G substitution, with 12 showing presence of the substitution. At su(wa) base 478, line 29 has a G to A substitution
that line 20 does not, creating a discrepancy in SSCP 6. Again in these lines, at su(wa) base 509, 20 has a C to T substitution that
29 does not. At su(wa) base 507, lines 36 and 43 (SSCP 5) differed for a C to T substitution, which only 36 carried. At su(wa)
base 1486, lines 43 and 22 (SSCP 2) differ for a G to A substitution, which 43 carries. These lines also differ at su(wa) base 1512,
where 22 has a C to T substitution that 43 lacks. At su(wa) base 1989, line 42 differs from lines 16 and 46 (SSCP 4), where 42
lacks a T to C substitution that the other two contain. All 9 of these sites were dropped from the survey.
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at least two exchanges are inferred to have occurred in tions have been prehistorically larger and ecologically
more stable than populations on other continents thatthe ancestry of these sampled alleles within this small

fragment. The pattern in the remaining portion of the were recently established. African populations are likely
to be closer to the idealized populations assumed inmatrix of nonrandom associations appears similar to

that for su(s) from Africa, 24 of 276 pairs significant theoretical analyses, while non-African populations may
still be undergoing more intense adaptive selection towith P , 0.005. The distribution of these significant

comparisons shows little apparent association with the the non-African environments. For these statistical and
biogeographical reasons the African sample affords thedistance between pairs (discussed below). There are a

minimum of 10 exchanges in the history of these alleles. most straightforward interpretation.
The su(s) and su(wa) region exhibits reduced crossingThe European sample of su(wa) alleles does not exhibit

the high level of polymorphism in the first fragment over per physical length. The map distance to y of genes
near this X telomere is the most appropriate available(number 13). The most significant associations are clus-

tered among the tightly linked pairs of sites. A total of measure of the crossing over per physical length for two
reasons. First, it is the most direct and reliable quantita-21 of the 153 comparisons are significant with P , 0.005;

9 of these 21 are between adjacent (tightly linked) sites. tive observation. Second, and more important, is the
asymmetry in the pattern of crossing over per physicalAt least 5 exchanges among the ancestral alleles of those

in the European sample can be deduced. length in this genomic region. That portion of the ge-
nome that is tightly linked to su(s) and su(wa) is towardThe distribution of linkage disequilibria within and

between su(s) and su(wa) is similar to that observed in yellow and extends out to the X telomere. Crossing over
between centromere proximal markers and y continuesthe survey of the North American population (Aguadé

et al. 1994). The estimate of crossing over between su(wa) to decline distally throughout cytological section 1.
Crossing over between y (cytological position 1B1; mapand su(s) is less than 1023 (see below). As was seen

in the North American sample, linkage disequilibria position 0.0) and su(wa) (1E1-4) is reported to be some-
what ,1023 (M. Green, personal communication). R.between sites at the two loci are rare. In the European

sample none of the 144 pairs of polymorphic sites, 1 at Voelker and J. Mason (personal communication) re-
port that rare recombinants between y and recessivesu(s) and the other at su(wa), are in linkage disequilib-

rium; i.e., P , 0.05. Of the 1008 such pairs in the African lethals adjacent to su(s) (1B13) occur with a frequency
somewhat ,1024. And since meiotic crossing over nearsample 80 appear to be in disequilibrium: 7 with P ,

0.005, 2 with P , 0.001, and the remainder with P , 0.05; y and beyond is absent, this terminal region forms a
“block” of loci, all at the same (crossing over) distancethe mean squared correlation coefficient r 2 5 0.035 (see

discussion). from su(s) or su(wa). Crossing over is increasing so rap-
idly in the centromere-proximal direction that the im-
pact of linked selected variation must be much less. For

DISCUSSION
example, the white locus (3C2) crosses over with y z3%
of the time.This survey brings two new aspects to the study of the

reduction in DNA sequence polymorphism in regions su(s) and su(wa) are thus tightly linked to z1% of
the genome (cytological section 1) that undergoes littleof reduced crossing over per physical length in natural

populations of D. melanogaster. First, two additional pop- crossing over. This large reduction in crossing over per
physical length can be compared to the reductions inulations (African and European) are surveyed for su(s)

and su(wa), providing a more complete view of the pat- polymorphism at the loci in this region. The average
number of pairwise differences per site (and û 5 3Nm)tern of DNA sequence polymorphism at su(wa) and su(s)

in D. melanogaster throughout its distribution. Second, of loci in X chromosome regions of normal crossing
over (white, vermilion, and G-6-pdh) is 0.007 (0.01) forthe increased overall levels of DNA sequence polymor-

phism in the African population provide more accurate Africa and 0.004 (0.004) for North America (Miyashita
and Langley 1988; Begun and Aquadro 1993). Theestimates and more powerful statistical inferences than

were available in previous surveys of regions of low cross- estimates p̂* for su(wa) are half, while those at su(s) are
about one-fourth (see Table 5), consistent both withing over. Africa is thought to be the ancestral home of

D. melanogaster (David and Capy 1988). It is not known the linkage to y and with average levels of variation
across populations. p̂ for the y-ASC is reported to bewhen this species spread out of Africa to become the

cosmopolitan species it is now. It may well have accompa- 0.001 in both African and non-African populations (Agua-
dé et al. 1989; Martı́n-Campos et al. 1992; Begun andnied human ancestors as they migrated out of Africa. In

any case, much like their human commensals (Cavalli- Aquadro 1993), which fits well into this pattern. Such
simple comparisons of the levels of polymorphism willSforza et al. 1994), African D. melanogaster harbors most

of the DNA sequence polymorphism found throughout not discriminate among the proposed linked-selected-
perturbation models. Any quantitative interpretation ofthe rest of the world and is significantly more heterozy-

gous than populations on other continents (Begun and a two- or fourfold reduction in expected heterozygosity
depends on independent knowledge of several addi-Aquadro 1993). It seems probable that African popula-
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TABLE 3 the frequency spectra. This distortion from expectation
under selective neutrality should be detectable in sam-SSCP polymorphism at su(s) and su(wa) in Europe
ples of the size reported here. Background selection is
not expected to produce detectable skew (Charles-
worth 1996). While Gillespie’s analyses of various ran-
dom environment models do not provide sample prop-
erties nor any indication of statistical power, they do
show a clear correlation between the reduction in aver-
age heterozygosity and the skew toward an excess of rare
polymorphisms (Gillespie 1997). As Table 5 shows, the
frequency spectra of nucleotide polymorphisms at both
su(wa) and su(s) in both the African and European sam-
ples are skewed toward rare sites unlike those observed
previously in the North American sample (Aguadé et al.
1994). The European samples reach nominal statistical
significance in the deviations of Tajima’s D from the
predictions of the neutral model or background selec-
tion. The results from the survey of su(s) and su(wa)
from Europe and Africa favor a directional hitchhiking
explanation over background selection. But how well
do the observations fit the predictions of directional
hitchhiking? Using the simulation approach in Braver-
man et al. (1995), the rates of directional hitchhiking
(and selection coefficient) were set to yield the observed
reductions in average number of pairwise differences
per site from those expected in regions of normal cross-
ing over, 0.007 in Africa and 0.004 in Europe and North
America. Figure 3 shows above the probabilities of the
observed Tajima’s D’s or less under the neutral or back-
ground selection models for the six locus samples. De-

SSCP class assignments for each fragment in each line. Bold- picted below the x-axis in Figure 3 are the proportionsface numbers indicate lines for which each fragment was se-
of directional hitchhiking simulations in which the Taji-quenced. Italicized numbers indicate lines for which no SSCP
ma’s D value exceeded that observed. The lack of link-classification was assigned. Each of these lines was directly

sequenced and subsequently assigned to either a novel or age disequilibrium between these two loci suggests that
existing SSCP class. the similarities are unlikely due to a single recent event.

It is evident in Figure 3 that the North American
sample (especially the su(s) result) appears exceptional.

tional parameters (beyond crossing over per physical Since the African, European, and North American pop-
length) in all the proposed models. For directional ulations cannot be considered strictly independent, it
hitchhiking the overall reduction depends on both the is prudent to take the African results as the most repre-
selection coefficient(s) and on the rate per centimorgan sentative, since they are based on many more segregat-
per generation at which rare favored alleles fix (Kaplan ing sites and are from the putative ancestral region.
et al. 1989). Similarly the background selection model While neither the background selection and neutral
can predict such a reduction in the expected heterozygos- models nor the directional hitchhiking model can be
ity under a wide range of selection coefficients and de- rejected by Tajima’s D values from the African sample,
leterious mutation rates (Hudson and Kaplan 1995; these results favor some form of hitchhiking. And, in-
Charlesworth 1996). In the random-environment- deed, the European results also support hitchhiking
hitchhiking models that Gillespie (1997) analyzed the over background selection. The inconsistency of the
parameters are also difficult to independently ascertain. North American results with this pattern might be attrib-
To discriminate among these models other properties uted to transient hitchhiking associated with the more
of the polymorphism offer better prospects. recent colonization of the Western Hemisphere (David

The frequency spectra at loci demonstrating clear and Capy 1988).
reductions in expected heterozygosity associated with It has been suggested from empirical studies (Ste-
reduced crossing over per physical length offer some phan and Langley 1989; Begun and Aquadro 1993)
hope. Braverman et al. (1995) showed that simple di- and from theoretical modeling (Nordborg et al. 1996;
rectional hitchhiking, which reduces heterozygosity by Stephan et al. 1998) that geographic differentiation in

DNA sequence polymorphism might be greater in thosethese observed amounts, should lead to a strong skew in
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Figure 2.—Polymorphism and linkage disequilibria in the European sample. The positions of polymorphic sites detected
(ticks on the third level) in the survey of the 59 portion of the su(wa) (a) and of su(s) (b) in 51 alleles from a European population
are indicated below a depiction of the gene structure (the open box is the 59 untranslated portion, the solid boxes are coding
portions of exons, and the thin lines are the introns). Only those polymorphisms at which the least common state occurred
twice or more in the sample are shown. Directly below the gene structure are the positions and sizes of the PCR fragments
surveyed by SSCP and DNA sequencing. The triangular matrix of squares represents the statistical significance determined by
Fisher’s exact test (uncorrected for multiple tests); white, P . 0.05; light gray, P , 0.05; dark gray, P , 0.01; and black, P ,
0.005. The dashed lines connect the polymorphic sites to their corresponding columns in the matrix. The shading of the circles
at the top of each column increases with the expected heterozygosity of the polymorphic site. Along the left margin of the matrix
are the positions in the published sequence of the corresponding polymorphic sites. Along the right margin are the inferred
positions of the “minimum” number of recombination events in the history of the sample (Hudson and Kaplan 1985).

regions of the genome where crossing over per physical aspects: the relatively greater overall level of polymor-
phism in Africa and the variance in site frequencieslength is reduced. But the inherent paucity of variation

and other considerations place considerable limitations among populations. Figure 4, a–d, shows the distribu-
tions of FST of individual sites for su(s), Europe andon empirically based conclusions (Charlesworth

1998). The consideration of the genetic differentiation Africa; su(s), North America and Africa; su(wa), Europe
and Africa; and su(wa), North America and Africa, re-among populations of D. melanogaster has two broad

TABLE 4

(Continued)

Distribution of DNA sequences in 12 fragments in the su(s) region and 8 fragments in the su(wa) region for 51 X chromosome
lines derived from a natural European population of D. melanogaster. Observed (boldface) and inferred sequence state at all
polymorphic sites among the 51 lines. The base numbering (top row in table) is consistent with that of the published sequence
(GenBank accession nos. M57889 and X06589). As in Table 1, minus signs indicate a deletion of the specified bases or the
nonpresence of an insertion. Single base insertions are indicated by naming the inserted base and are given the position of the
preceding base followed by a plus sign. Monomorphic multiple base insertions are indicated by a plus sign and are numbered
with the position of the preceding base followed by a plus sign and the number of inserted bases. In su(wa), a 12-base insertion
at position 165 (marked with an asterisk) was not monomorphic in the alleles containing it. In this case, lines that contain no
form of this insertion are indicated with a minus sign. Lines that contain the inserted sequence, gtgtctcaaTtt, are labeled with
a T. Lines that contain the inserted sequence, gtgtctcaaCtt, are labeled with a C. There was one instance of sequence variation
within an SSCP class in the European population. In su(s) fragment 10, lines 18 and 32 (SSCP 2) were either T or C, respectively,
at position 3586. However, these were the only two lines assigned to SSCP class 2 in this fragment. There were no lines in which
the nucleotide state at that position was ambiguous so the site was retained in the analyses.
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TABLE 5

Summary statistics

Tajima’s DS

Population Locus p̂* Bootstrap nt (i/d) nt i/d Pooled

Africa su(s) 1.82 3 1023 1.70–2.05 41 (7) 21.28 20.47 21.19
Europe su(s) 0.35 3 1023 0.24–0.44 8 (6) 21.54* 21.02 21.50*
North America su(s) 1.02 3 1023 0.93–1.09 10 (3) 11.31 20.14 11.01
Africa su(wa) 4.67 3 1023 4.28–5.19 46 (16) 21.04 20.17 20.83
Europe su(wa) 1.25 3 1023 1.02–1.83 20 (11) 21.38 21.47 21.53*
North America su(wa) 2.08 3 1023 1.99–2.36 17 (6) 20.40 10.21 20.23

Estimates of the average and of the 95% bootstrap confidence intervals of the number of pairwise differences
per site; the observed number of nucleotide site polymorphisms (S) among the sampled alleles; and Tajima’s
D for nucleotide (nt) site substitutions, insertion/deletion variants (i/d), and for both pooled. The results
from Aguadé et al. (1994) for a North American sample are included for comparison. * indicates statistical
significance, i.e., P {Tajima’s D # D0} , 0.05 (see text).

spectively. The patterns of these distributions are re- in regions of normal crossing over have been reported
(white, 0.28; vermilion, 0.32; G-6-pdh, 0.30; Pgd, 0.25),markably consistent in both their shape and the large

contribution of polymorphism of the African sample. while greater differentiation was reported for three loci
in regions of low crossing over per physical length [yel-There is no evidence of “fixed differences” between

populations. The mean FST values (Hudson et al. 1992) low, 0.56; achaete, 0.54; su(f), 0.60; Begun and Aquadro
1993]. This difference in the apparent level of geo-for su(s) and su(wa) between the African and European

(and North American) samples are 0.153 (0.245) and graphic differentiation can be attributed to the small
number of polymorphic sites surveyed at the three loci0.291 (0.343), respectively. Comparable values for loci
in that study.

Figure 5 shows the distributions of the linkage disequi-
libria (measured as squared correlation coefficient, r 2)
between pairs of sites plotted against distances (base
pairs) for su(wa) and su(s), respectively, for the African
sample (the sample with the most polymorphism and
thus the most linkage disequilibrium information).
Also, as argued above from a biogeographic perspective,
the African population may be closer to equilibrium
with respect to mutation, drift, selection, and recombi-
nation. Only sites where the rarer state occurred at least
twice in the sample can be considered in the linkage
disequilibrium analysis. Clearly most of the large linkage
disequilibria (r 2 . 0.5) occur between sites separated
by small distances, ,200 bp. Also shown are the means

Figure 3.—The estimated relative probabilities of Tajima’s over six contiguous intervals of distance [63 and 105 r 2

D values less than that observed under the neutral or back- values averaged in each interval for su(s) and su(wa),
ground selection models, “N.T.,” or greater than that observed respectively]. As expected from previous surveys andunder the directional hitchhiking model, “H.H.” Neutral coa-

theoretical predictions, the scatter is large for individuallescent simulations (Hudson 1990) were conducted to gener-
r 2 values. The distribution of the mean r 2 values rein-ate 10,000 samples of size 50 for each locus in each population.

Given the observed numbers of segregating sites the distribu- forces the view that linkage disequilibrium tends to dissi-
tion of Tajima’s D was obtained. The proportion of simulations pate quickly and is near that expected from sampling,
yielding a value less than that observed in the data (Table 3) 0.02 for distances .500 bp.is plotted above (gray bars for 3Nc 5 0.0; hatched bars for

To summarize the distributions of r 2 an empirical3Nc 5 5.0). Simulations of recurrent, random directional
function was developed and fitted. Under the assump-hitchhiking (Braverman et al. 1995) were conducted with the

hitchhiking intensity sufficient to reduce the average number tion of r 5 0.0, the expected value of r 2 is the reciprocal
of pairwise differences per site to the observed p̂* values from of the sample size, 0.02 in this case. Under Wright-Fisher
a neutral expectation of 0.007 for Africa and to 0.004 for sampling the mean value of r 2 in the absence of any
Europe and North America. The proportion of 10,000 such

recombination can be estimated by simulation (Hud-simulations yielding a Tajima’s D value greater than the ob-
son 1990). Specifically an estimate of this “intercept”served is plotted below (open bars). The horizontal dashed

lines indicate P . 0.05. was derived from 1000 neutral, infinite site model coa-
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Figure 4.—Distributions
of FST values for individual
polymorphic sites at the
su(s) and su(wa) loci in com-
parisons of the African sam-
ple with the European (a
and c) and the North Amer-
ican (b and d). The FST was
calculated as 1 2 (Hw/Hb),
where Hw is the unweighted
average expected heterozy-
gosity and Hb is the ex-
pected heterozygosity of an
unweighted pooled popula-
tion. The solid portion of
each bar reflects the number
of sites polymorphic only in
the African sample and ex-
hibiting an FST value within
the particular range. The
open portion shows the num-
ber polymorphic only in the
non-African sample, while
the gray portion indicates the
number of sites polymorphic
in both samples.

lescent simulations of samples of size 50 with 15 segre- Two aspects of these distributions of linkage disequi-
gating sites and 4Nc 5 20, where N is the diploid popula- libria at su(s) and su(wa) in the African sample are unex-
tion size and c is the recombination per generation pected. First the scale of linkage disequilibrium is not
(Hudson 1990). As in our data analysis from the su(s) different between these two loci, despite the fact that
and su(wa) loci, only sites where the rarer state occurred the density of crossing over per physical length is esti-
at least twice in the sample were considered. The value mated to be as much as 10-fold less at su(s). Equally
0.337 was obtained by fitting a and l in r 2 5 0.02 1 a/ surprising is the fact that this pattern and scale of linkage
(1 1 l * distance) to the 45,434 simulated r 2 values, disequilibrium is the same as that observed at the white
where distance is in units of 4Nc (Hill and Weir 1994). locus (Miyashita and Langley 1988; Miyashita et al.
The fitted l for the simulated data was 0.354. The impact 1993). The white locus is in a genomic region of normal
of recombination (proportional to distance) can be ex- crossing over and exhibits much higher levels of poly-
tended to include random gene conversion events with morphism. It is clear that the rate of crossing over is not
exponentially distributed tract lengths, the determining parameter of linkage disequilibrium

within these loci. Gene conversion is the obvious alterna-
r 2 5 0.02 1

0.337
1 1 c · distance 1 2gt(1 2 e2distance/t)

, tive recombination mechanism. The scale of strong link-
age disequilibrium (r 2 . 0.3; ,400 bp) is approximately
that reported for both meiotic and mitotic gene conver-where g is the rate of gene conversion, t is the average
sion in Drosophila. While quantification of gene conver-gene conversion tract length, and c is the rate of crossing
sion rates in Drosophila is limited, the evidence indi-over (Andolfatto and Nordborg 1998). These pa-
cates that half or more of all meiotic recombinationrameters (all constrained $0.0) were fitted by least-
events among intragenic sites are gene conversions (Fin-squares to the su(s) and su(wa) r 2 values separately and
nerty 1976). Thus gene conversion should have at leastthe predicted curves are also plotted in Figure 5. Re-
the same impact on intragenic linkage disequilibriummarkably, the fitted curves for the linkage disequilibria
as crossing over. Most meiotic and mitotic conversionat the two loci are quite similar. The fitted estimates of
tracts are small (,500), comparable to the estimatesrate of crossing over, c, are both 0.0. The estimated rates
above. The reported mean P-element-associated conver-of gene conversion, g, are similar, 0.010 [su(s)] and 0.006
sion tract is ≈1400 bp (Preston and Engels 1996),[su(wa)]; these would be scaled in 4N under equilibrium
while that for meiotic gene conversion tracts is estimatedWright-Fisher sampling in the absence of selection. And
to be ≈400 bp (Hilliker et al. 1994).the estimated tract lengths, 302 and 538 bp, respectively,

are also not significantly different. From both the distributions of r 2 in Figure 5 and
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Figure 5.—Linkage disequilibria vs. genomic distance at su(s) and su(wa) in the African sample. The squared correlation
coefficient, r 2, for pairs of sites in su(s) (horizontal ticks) and in su(wa) (vertical ticks) is plotted against the number of base pairs
separating the sites. The mean r 2 over six contiguous intervals (k values) are also plotted: su(s), m, k 5 63; and su(wa), ., k 5
105. Also plotted is a fit for each locus of the equation

r 2 5 0.02 1
0.337

1 1 c · distance 1 2gt(1 2 e2distance/t)
;

dashed line, su(s); and solid lines, su(wa) (see text). The parameters, the rate of gene conversion, g (events per base pair per
generation in the population), the mean length (base pairs) of a gene conversion tract, t, and the rate of crossing over per base
pair, c (events per base pair per generation in the population), were estimated by nonlinear regression to the formula (see text):
su(s), ĝ 5 0.010, t̂ 5 302, and ĉ 5 0.0; su(wa), ĝ 5 0.006, t̂ 5 538, and ĉ 5 0.0. The mean r 2 for all the between-locus [su(s) 2
su(wa)] pairs of polymorphic sites is plotted as a large circle at the far right.

the inferred minimum recombination event depicted in ity per nucleotide site (Charlesworth et al. 1993;
Charlesworth 1994, 1996). The scale of linkage disequi-Figures 1 and 2, it is evident that these loci experienced

a great deal of recombination in the history of these librium (in base pairs) should increase by 1/f0, even if
gene conversion is the dominant source of intragenic re-sampled alleles, despite their location in a region of

greatly reduced crossing over and despite the drastic combination and if the rates of gene conversion are similar
in regions of low and normal crossing over per physicalreduction in polymorphism (and thus time since the

last common ancestor of the sampled alleles). No theo- length. Similar arguments and preliminary computer sim-
ulations extending our previous approach (Bravermanretical analysis of the impact of intragenic recombina-

tion (e.g., gene conversion) on the background selection et al. 1995) suggest that directional hitchhiking will also
increase the scale of linkage disequilibrium, if gene conver-effect or on the directional hitchhiking effect has been

reported. If the impact of background selection on link- sion rates are uniform.
The observation of extensive recombination (presum-age disequilibrium is similar to its effect on polymor-

phism, it can be approximated by r 2 5 1/(1 1 4Nf0c), ably gene conversion) in the obviously short histories of
these alleles at loci in regions of low crossing over perwhere f0 is the fraction of the deleterious-mutation-free

chromosomes in the population, which can be esti- physical length (and low polymorphism) demands a modi-
fication or extension of the proposed linked-selected-per-mated as the relative reduction in expected heterozygos-
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